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CONCLUSIONSS ON E-MEDIA IN DEVELOPMENT 

12.11 INTRODUCTION 
Chapterr eleven completed the analyses and comparisons of the case studies and suggested a relation 
betweenn the central concepts of conduciveness and interactivity, illustrated by nine ideal-types of 
electronicallyy mediated information flows. The political, social and economic actor roles of electronic 
mediaa have been used to define nine ideal-types of electronically mediated information flows in tables 
6.44 and 6.5. The tables focus on that actor role, which is most prominent for electronically mediated 
informationn flows. In this final chapter, the different elements of the research design, described in 
chapterr two, are discussed in order to arrive at conclusions on the potential use of electronic media in 
rurall  development. 

II  conceive of two types of contribution by electronic media: (i) to improve and increase 
independentt information dissemination1 and (ii) to fulfil l a social actor role in development. The 
discussionn of the research design includes evaluating and adjusting the second set of basic assumptions 
(seee section 2.2), with the objective to define hypotheses for further research. Subsequently, the field 
researchh questions, as well as the additional research questions, wil l be answered on the basis of the 
casee study material and in the context of the theoretical argumentation described in chapters three to 
six.. The objective of this chapter is to arrive at conclusions concerning (i) the contribution of 
electronicc media to rural development in general, (ii) the relation between the conception of 
developmentt as freedom of choice and a successful contribution of electronic media and (iii ) the 
potentiall  mutual reinforcement effect of using electronic media in specific ways to create conditions 
forr autonomous spheres. In my opinion, the successful use of electronic media facilitates development 
ass freedom of choice and benefits those worst off, the poorest people in rural areas of developing 
countries.. This perception is partly inspired by the difference principle of Rawls' theory of justice 
(Rawls,, 1971) and partly by the observation that, until now, electronic mass media appear incapable of 
fulfillin gg the information needs of the poorest people. Networked electronic media seem to increase 
informationn and knowledge divides within rural areas (Liff , Steward and Watts, 2000) and may be 
moree effective as a communication than as an information technology (Heeks, 1999:1). 

12.22 EVALUATION OF THE BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
Thee first two basic assumptions have been addressed in the theoretical argumentation of chapterss three 
andd four and have led to my conception of development and a policy framework aimed at increasing 
individuall  freedoms. The case studies in chapters eight, nine and ten elaborate the socio-political and 
economicc contexts of Vietnam, Indonesia and Peru, respectively, and the beginning of chapter eleven 
analyzess and compares those contexts. However, the subject matter of the dissertation is electronic 
mediaa in rural areas of developing countries and, in particular, electronic media's contribution to 
facilitatee increased the individual freedoms, which represent my autonomous spheres. Therefore, this 
sectionn will focus on the two basic assumptions which address the issue of electronic media, power 
andd interactivity, the theoretical aspects of which have been discussed in chapter six: 

 electronic media with a relatively low degree of interactivity can at best play a supportive role in 
developmentt processes through information provision (one-way flow), but are more likely to 
enforcee existing centralized I&C power structures; and 

 electronic media with a relatively high degree of interactivity are best suited to facilitate and 
enhancee information dissemination (one- and two-way flows) bypassing I&C power structures and 
supportingg decentralized, participatory development as social change, or freedom of choice. 

First,, chapter two defines social change as a positive increase in individual political, social and 
economicc freedoms for people in rural areas, within an increasingly conducive socio-political and 

11 Essentially I conceive of electronic media's contribution to an improved and increased independent information dissemination as 
providingg information independent of the central nodes in the I&C power structure. In addition, I expect small-scale, local and 
independentt electronic media to be able to provide information which the recipients perceive as being more accurate, reliable and 
inn tune with their specific demands and situations. 
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economicc context. Second, chapter three further defines social change as an evolution towards 
developmentt as freedom of choice. Third, chapter four links this conception of development with a 
policyy framework, which aims at creating conditions for autonomous spheres. Fourth, chapter five 
discussess the need for a democratic setting for the autonomous spheres and, finally, chapter six 
specificallyy identifies autonomous and electronically mediated rural networks and a social actor role 
byy electronic media as the way electronic media can contribute to facilitating rural development. The 
centrall  concept of interactivity of electronic media is the key issue addressed in chapter six. 

Thee State, the I&C power structure and electronic mass media 
Thee case studies illustrate that the governments of Vietnam and Indonesia prefer information provision 
throughh allocution patterns. The preferred electronic media are electronic mass media, like radio and 
television,, in their conventional application as broadcasting mass media. In neither country has data-
broadcastingg been explored as an option. An important reason for the preference for electronic mass 
mediaa appears to be the possibility of central control over form, content and time, a key feature of 
allocutionn patterns. In both Vietnam and Indonesia under Soeharto, the role of electronic mass media is 
alsoo conceived as supporting centralized, top-down oriented development. In Soeharto's Indonesia that 
mediaa role was explicitly mentioned in relation to Pancasila. Neither government specifically 
mentionss information provision as an important facilitator of rural development in any of its policy 
documents.. On the contrary, an awareness of the political consequences of free information 
disseminationn appears to be more dominant in the preference of the two governments for electronic 
masss media. 

Fujimori'ss government in Peru did not explicitly prefer a type or application of electronic media 
forr rural development. Instead, Fujimori's government relied, and the transitional government may 
welll  continue to rely, on market mechanisms to disseminate information as a commercial commodity. 
However,, the 2000 presidential elections illustrated that the then incumbent Peruvian government was 
awaree of the impact of information dissemination on society, since it indirectly influenced media 
coveragee of Fujimori's opponents in a negative way (Carter Center, 2000: 3 - 7). The same elections 
havee also revealed that neo-liberal economic policies have made political control over electronic mass 
mediaa less necessary if economic control rests with an elite loyal to an incumbent government. On the 
otherr hand, however, Peru's case also illustrates that independent electronic mass media can impact 
informationn dissemination by softening allocution patterns. Although that impact may be difficult to 
measuree in quantifiable terms, the government's attempts to restrict the financial autonomy of those 
independentt electronic mass media, in favor of commercial electronic mass media, can serve as an 
indicationn of how elements of the prevailing I&C power structure in Peru perceive the impact of 
informationn dissemination and activities by small independent electronic mass media on society. 

Althoughh the limitations of the qualitative research do not allow for validating or rejecting the 
firstt of the two above mentioned basic assumptions, in my opinion, the findings do allow for a slight 
adjustmentt by including the preference of governments in developing countries for State-owned or 
commerciall  electronic mass media, which are either controlled through restricted political freedoms or 
skewedd economic freedoms. Therefore, I re-phrase my first basic assumption on electronic media with 
relativelyy low degrees of interactivity in the following way: 

 in developing countries, the State prefers the use of electronic media with relatively low intrinsic 
degreess of interactivity, partly because of its potentially supportive role in rural development 
processess through information provision, but mostly for the opportunity to control information 
flowss in rural areas through restrictions on political and economic freedoms of electronic mass 
mediaa and individuals, which allows for a strengthening of the prevailing power structures. 

Thiss basic assumption suggests that a positive contribution of electronic mass media to rural 
developmentt is limited by the conduciveness to social change of the socio-political and economic 
contexts.. Furthermore, the assumption suggests that development initiatives using electronic mass 
mediaa for improved information dissemination in rural areas should focus on small-scale independent 
electronicc mass media and should avoid working through governments or in cooperation with State-
institutionss or -agencies. Given the tentative nature of this conclusion, further qualitative and, more 
importantly,, quantitative research seems to be warranted to test it. The ITP-concept shows that even 
whenn intrinsically interactive electronic media are deployed, the resulting information traffic patterns 
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mayy not fully exploit that interactivity. 

Thee State, the I&C power structure and networked electronic media 
Thee mirror-image of the first of the above mentioned basic assumptions is the one concerning 
networkedd electronic media. None of the governments in the case study countries has developed a 
visionn on using networked electronic media to facilitate improved and independent information 
disseminationn in rural areas. However, to differing degrees, all three governments have developed 
policiess to expand basic telecom services to rural areas. The three governments use a presumed 
correlationn between expansion of basic telecom services and economic growth as the rationale behind 
thee expansion drive. As a result, the focus is typically on infrastructure in economically viable regions 
andd not on creating conditions for electronically mediated rural networks of people and organizations. 
Somee policy documents mention networked electronic media in relation to information, but refer to 
improvingg vertical registration patterns to support allocution patterns (Indonesia) or to information 
provisionn along a combination of allocution and largely allocution-like consultation patterns (Vietnam 
andd Indonesia). 

However,, the examples of networked electronic media in Peru illustrate that independent, local 
andd electronically mediated networks can address some of the disadvantages of information provision 
throughh electronic mass media in the following ways: 

 individual control over form, content, storage, time and receiver of information exchanges; 
 information dissemination independent of the prevailing I&C power structure; 
 individual participation in electronic media; and 
 matching local information demands with a supply of locally generated information content. 

Peru'ss examples also illustrate that, apart from political freedoms, increased individual social and 
economicc freedoms are required for information to benefit people in rural areas. It seems that socio-
politicall  and economic contexts as a whole need to be conducive to conversation patterns facilitated by 
networkedd electronic media. The collected field research data appears to support the basic assumption 
onn networked electronic media. Nevertheless, I re-phrase the basic assumption, in order to make it 
moree specific, in the following way: 

 networked electronic media, which support a relatively high degree of interactivity, are best suited 
too (i) facilitate and enhance information exchanges (two-way flows), while bypassing existing I& C 
powerr structures, (ii) should preferably be applied by autonomous, people-based rural networks in 
civill  society and (iii ) require, apart from a general political freedom of free speech, improved 
individuall  political, social and economic freedoms in rural areas in order to benefit and empower 
thee poorest people. 

State-supported,, or -affiliated, networked electronic media initiatives appear to struggle with the same 
disadvantagess as electronic mass media. This suggestion warrants further qualitative and quantitative 
researchh into (i) structural obstacles that may prevent networked electronic media from contributing to 
improvedd information dissemination or playing a social actor role in rural areas and (ii) into structural 
conditionss that would facilitate networked electronic media's contribution improved dissemination of 
informationn and in a social actor role. 

DevelopmentDevelopment orientation, the role of the State and electronic media 
Thee casee material on Vietnam and Indonesia illustrates the first two basic assumptions of section 2.2 
withh respect to the development orientation and role of the State in development. Non-conducive 
socio-politicall  and economic context appear to negatively influence the role off  electronic media in 
rurall  development by (i) limiting government initiatives and preferences to State-controlled and 
commerciall  electronic mass media, respectively, (ii) prohibiting or restricting non-government 
initiativess and, finally, by (iii ) introducing economic regulations prohibiting independent electronic 
masss media or favoring commercial conglomerates of media enterprises aimed at profit rather than at 
playingg a social actor role in society. The Peruvian case shows that relatively conducive socio-political 
contextss for electronic media can be counter-balanced by economic contexts which are not conducive 
too small-scale, local and independent electronic media initiatives. 

Furthermore,, the cases of Vietnam and Indonesia illustrate that a centralized, top-down 
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orientationn towards rural development appears to coincide with (i) a relatively low degree of 
conducivenesss to social change as increased individual freedoms, or development as freedom of 
choice,, and (ii) a government preference for one-way information provision through electronic mass 
media,, or to some extent through State-controlled networked electronic media. However, Peru's case 
illustratess that the absence of an institutionalized, centralized and top-down development approach in 
thee form of five-year plans and large development bureaucracies does not automatically lead to 
decentralized,, bottom-up development, replacing previously State dominated approaches. Fujimori has 
shownn that even without five-year plans, a relatively small bureaucracy can still limit bottom-up 
developmentt by a combination of (i) control over development funds, (ii) centralization of executive 
powerr and (iii ) skewed individual economic freedoms as a result of dependencies enhanced by neo-
liberall  economic policies. It could be argued that State influence on the conduciveness of the socio-
politicall  and economic context is constrained by the accountability of governments to the electorate, 
butt the case study material emphasizes the negative impact of democratic deficits, essentially reducing 
thee accountability, on the conduciveness. 

However,, the issues addressed in the first two assumptions of section 2.2 have been at the heart 
off  the development discourse for decades, with a range of paradigms suggesting various approaches 
forr development. Therefore, the intention of the research has not been to provide illustrative material 
forr those assumptions, but to use the two basic assumptions as input for the theoretical argumentation 
onn the conception of development, described in chapter three. Instead of more research to validate or 
rejectt the basic assumptions, I would suggest qualitative research into a more exact definition of socio-
politicall  and economic contexts, one that will allow for qualitative research on the conduciveness of 
suchh contexts and will provide insight on directing specific policies at increasing the conduciveness. 

12.33 ANSWERING THE FIELD RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Inn chapter two, six field research questions have been presented as the basis for the expert-interviews 
inn the case study countries. The interviewed experts in Vietnam, Indonesia and Peru provided part of 
thee answers in the context of their respective countries, either during the interview sessions or by 
meanss of providing documents and other relevant publications. Further information has been obtained 
throughh country-specific literature, electronic mass media and newspapers in the respective countries. 
Althoughh the limited scope and qualitative nature of the research do not allow for definitive answers to 
thee field research questions, the collected field data supports the suggested relationship between the 
conducivenesss of a nation-state to social change and the level of interactivity of the electronic media 
usedd in development. In this section, each of the questions of section 2.2 will be addressed separately. 

Whichh elements of the socio-political and economic context appear to be immediately relevant to 
thee role of electronic media in rural development? 
Fromm the perspective of electronic media as organizational entities and information disseminators, the 
threee case studies indicate that the State, national governments and other parts of the State, may be the 
singlee most relevant entity concerning the role of electronic media in rural development. Nevertheless, 
otherr nodes in the I&C power structure are relevant to the role of electronic media in development as 
well,, in particular large electronic media conglomerates. However, States appear to have a singular 
capabilityy to influence information environments and I&C power structures of nation-states, typically 
throughh what often seem to be politically motivated strategies and policies in political, social and 
economicc domains of society. Those strategies and policies are subsequently converted into legislation 
andd regulations in the three domains. Depending on the democratic deficit of a nation-state, the 
freedomm of electronic media is either directly and openly influenced by restricting political freedoms 
orr indirectly, and more covertly, through economic policies. In both cases, the constitution of a nation-
statee may appear to uphold all the necessary freedoms for electronic media to play an active social role 
andd for independent dissemination of information, but special provisions in legislative and regulatory 
frameworkss can undermine those freedoms. From the perspective of individual people, the lack of 
politicall  freedoms, social opportunities and economic facilities within a nation-state appears to be the 
mostt relevant element of a nation-state's socio-political and economic context. 

Thee cases of Vietnam and Indonesia seem to support the perception that a nation-state's 
prevailingg development approach constrains the role of electronic media to one-way information 
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provisionn in a political, e.g., propaganda, or an economic, more politically neutral, actor role. Both 
roless conform with, or at least are not in contradiction with, a centralized, top-down orientation of 
development.. The case of Peru, on the other hand, illustrates the potential impact of economic policies 
onn the information and communication environment and the extent to which economic policies can 
strengthenn the existing I&C power structure, without resorting to restricting political freedoms. While 
thee cases of Vietnam and Indonesia illustrate the potential influence of socio-political aspects on the 
rolee of electronic media, Peru provides material to indicate that economic aspects can also be used to 
thee same effect, but without the negative connotations of being anti-democratic. 

Too what degree do elements of the socio-political and economic context define specific roles for 
electronicc media in rural development, and do they stimulate or discourage such roles for 
electronicc media? 
Thee main nodes in the I&C power structure play a key role in defining the nature and content of 
informationn flows and, as a result, they partly define the role of electronic media in rural development. 
However,, in general, the degree to which elements of socio-political and economic contexts define the 
rolee of electronic media appears to be determined largely by the conduciveness to social change of a 
nation-state,, which is partly defined by its democratic deficit. Although the constitutions of all three 
countriess call for a social role of electronic mass media in development in cooperation with the State, 
onlyy in Vietnam does, and in Soeharto's Indonesia did, the State (i) engage in electronic media 
operationss and in activities to define the role of electronic media in general, (ii) stimulate a political or 
aa passive role of electronic media and (iii ) discourage a social actor role. In Vietnam and in Soeharto's 
Indonesia,, the role of electronic media is, respectively was, defined by prioritizing communitarian 
rightsrights over individual rights, which has led to an active political pro-government role and a minor 
economicc actor role in Vietnam and a politically neutral (except for the State-owned RRI and T VRI 
andd TV-stations with links to Soeharto's children) and economically modest actor role in Indonesia. In 
Wahid'ss Indonesia, the increased political freedoms have facilitated a more assertive political actor 
role,, but, due to economic constraints, still a minor economic actor role. However, in neither country 
hass a social actor role materialized, aimed at facilitating development as freedom of choice. 

Inn Peru, the role of electronic media, although mentioned in the constitution, is not explicitly 
andd openly defined by the State. However, through economic policies, legislation and regulations, a 
moree indirect attempt is made to influence the organizational and economic nature of the electronic 
mediaa landscape. A preference is displayed for commercial electronic media, and it appears that the 
activitiess of these electronic media are expected to be based on an economic rationale, rather than on a 
sociall  one. Providing entertainment and dissemination of politically neutral information is, therefore, 
implicitlyy stimulated. The fact that electronic media still do play a social role in rural development in 
Peruu is mostly a left-over of a more conducive socio-political context during the 1970s and 1980s. The 
lackk of individual freedoms defines the role of electronic media in relation to people in all three case 
studyy countries. Particularly in rural areas, the limited economic facilities and social opportunities 
negativelynegatively affect the extent to which people can actually access electronic media and contribute to, or 
benefitt from, electronic media, respectively. 

Al ll  three case study countries suggest that political and economic freedoms significantly 
influence,, or even define, the role of electronic media in general, and in rural development in 
particular.. Even if democratic settings prevent overt restrictions of political freedoms, legislation and 
regulationn can economically favor an economic actor role for electronic media over any other actor 
role.. In any case, the extent of political and economic freedoms is typically subject to government 
intervention.. The influence of electronic media conglomerates appears to be a side-effect, in the sense 
thatt their dominant economic position and emphasis on economics affects the content of electronically 
mediatedd information flows. 

Whichh electronic media currently contribute to information dissemination in rural areas, and 
whichh conditions facilitate, enhance or hamper their contribution? 
Whenn information is defined in a neutral way, as described in chapter six (see section 6.4n4), 
electronicc mass media are the most common electronic media disseminating information in rural areas 
inn all three case study countries. Radio is the electronic medium with the widest reach in rural areas. 
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Althoughh access to television broadcasts is gradually increasing in rural areas, access is usually limited 
too larger towns. Political restrictions seem to have hampered information dissemination by electronic 
masss media in Vietnam, where independent information provision through radio or television is 
effectivelyy impossible. The situation in Indonesia has improved, mainly as a result of increased 
politicall  freedoms, and in Peru, economic policies actually appear to be aimed at restricting 
independentt dissemination of information by electronic mass media in rural areas. In the case study 
countries,, Peru is the only country where networked electronic media are starting to contribute to 
informationn dissemination in rural areas. In Indonesia the awareness of the potential of networked 
electronicc media to contribute to rural development still appears to be low, whereas in Vietnam the 
restrictivee approach towards the dissemination of information in general hampers the development of 
networkedd electronic media. In all three countries the limited infrastructure for basic telephone 
servicess constrains the use of networked electronic media in rural areas, although the importance of 
expandingg basic telephone services is acknowledged by all three governments. Based on a successful 
applicationn of a combination of neo-liberal economic policies and conditioned market entries in the 
telecomm sector, the telecom infrastructure in Peru has expanded significantly into rural areas. In 
Vietnamm and Indonesia, the focus still appears to be on more urban areas, which are more 
economicallyy profitable. However, in none of the case study countries has a government developed 
policies,, or created conditions, to stimulate the role of networked electronic media in improving 
informationn dissemination, or in active involvement with development processes in rural areas through 
sociall  actor roles by electronic media. 

Whichh electronic media currently contribute to rural development in a social actor role and 
whichh conditions facilitate, enhance or hamper that contribution? 
Inn the case study chapter on Peru, I have defined the following three aspects of a social actor role in 
rurall  development by electronic media: 

 creating and increasing awareness of government and NGO development activities and of 
successfull  activities by local people (e.g., testimonies), all of which can also be learning 
experiences; ; 

 educating people on local and national issues (e.g., elections, new constitution) through debates; 
and d 

 mobilizing opinion concerning local issues or specific social problems and sometimes organizing 
activitiess (e.g., clean-up action as an environmental issue) to set an example. 

Onn the basis of this definition, electronic media in Vietnam and Indonesia do not contribute to rural 
developmentt in a social actor role. In Vietnam, electronic media are owned by the State, the VNCP or 
VNCP-affiliatedd mass organizations. As a result of political restrictions on the freedom of speech and 
economicc restrictions on private ownership, electronic media by and large only perform a political 
actorr role. Even under Soeharto, the socio-political and economic context in Indonesia allowed for an 
economicc actor role. However, the social actor role for mass media, which was defined as part of the 
Pancasila-concept,Pancasila-concept, was essentially a political actor role. To a large extent, electronic media's self-
censorshipp prevented them from contributing to rural development in a social actor role and the State 
suppressedd all electronic media activity which was perceived to be contrary to Pancasila. The increase 
inn political freedoms under President Wahid has provided the electronic media with more freedom of 
speech.. However, that increased freedom has not yet resulted in electronic media contributing to rural 
developmentt in a social actor role as defined above. Therefore, Peru is the only country of the three 
casee studies where electronic media perform a social actor role in order to facilitate rural development. 
Inn my opinion, the most important condition supporting that role is the lower democratic deficit in 
Peru.. Although Peru's democratic system under Fujimori can hardly be described as perfect, a social 
actorr role had already developed under previous regimes. Even though the neo-liberal economic 
policiess affected small-scale independent electronic media, Fujimori's desire to re-integrate Peru into 
thee international community most likely stopped him from politically restricting electronic media's 
sociall  actor role too much. At the same time, economic restrictions, although gradually having more 
andd more impact, do not seem to have had the same immediate effect as political restrictions. Now that 
Fujimorii  has stepped down, it will be interesting to see whether the transitional government and, more 
importantly,, the new president will actively promote a social actor role by electronic media. 
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Whichh information traffic patterns can be identified in information dissemination in rural 
developmentt and do they indicate a specific orientation towards rural development? 
Inn Vietnam and Indonesia, the government, and other elements of the State, typically support the 
provisionn of information through allocution patterns. Apart from the allocution patterns linked to 
electronicc mass media, information provided in the context of extension services also follows an 
allocutionn pattern in the mold of the top-down diffusion of innovation theory. In Vietnam, an 
additionall  allocution pattern can be distinguished in the top-down, one-way information flows used to 
explainn five-year plans and other government policies. Registration patterns are poorly developed in 
bothh Vietnam and Indonesia, but the policy document Repelita VI suggests that in Indonesia the 
developmentt bureaucracy appears to perceive networked electronic media as a tool to improve 
registrationn patterns. Recently in Vietnam, initiatives with electronically mediated vertical registration 
patternss have started, perhaps indicating a growing awareness of how networked electronic media can 
contributee to strengthening existing I&C power structures. Furthermore, both allocution and vertical 
registrationn patterns point towards a top-down orientation of development. 

Inn Peru, allocution patterns are also dominant, but some allocution patterns are soft, resulting 
fromm the larger amount of political freedom. To some extent, consultation and conversation patterns 
existt or are being developed. The role of the State in information dissemination in rural areas has been 
minimized,, as a result of the policy to roll back the State and to allow market mechanisms to fill  the 
vacuum.. Unlike Vietnam and Indonesia, the implicit preference for allocution and registration patterns 
inn Peru does not illustrate an institutionalized State-controlled top-down development approach, but 
ratherr a desire for centralization of the executive power and the creation of dependency relations. 

Doess the intrinsic level of interactivity of an electronic medium influence its contribution to 
informationn dissemination, or its role in rural development? 
Thee intrinsic level of interactivity influences the potential contribution of an electronic medium, but 
thee socio-political and economic context largely defines its actual contribution. Development policies, 
legislation,, regulation, individual freedoms of people and general economic conditions effectively 
determinee the contribution of electronic media to information dissemination. The implication is that 
technicallyy simple, economically cheap (i.e., accessible and sustainable) and less politically sensitive 
electronicc media are likely to be the most effective contributors to information dissemination in rural 
areas.. The relation between conduciveness and interactivity, described in table 6.4, is elaborated in the 
tabless of the case study examples in section 11.7 and suggests that State interference can constrain the 
contributionn of electronic media by limiting actual interactivity or controlling information flows, even 
whenn the intrinsic interactivity of an electronic medium is relatively high. On the other hand, in the 
casee of small-scale local independent electronic mass media in Peru, relative political and economic 
freedomfreedom appears to allow for emulating certain aspects of interactivity. 

Doess the socio-political and economic context of the nation-state influence whether electronic 
mediaa can play an active social role? 
Thee answers to the previous questions clarify the socio-political and economic context's significant 
influencee on electronic media's ability to play an active social actor role. In fact, the extent to which 
electronicc media are capable of an active social role appears to indicate the conduciveness to social 
changee of a nation-state's socio-political and economic context. As the case of Peru illustrates, a 
historyy of a comparatively low democratic deficit can allow for electronic media to operate as social 
actors,, but the authoritarian or autocratic tendencies of a government or its leadership potentially 
threatenn that role, mainly through legislation, regulation and policies in the economic domain, which 
favorr a socially and politically more neutral role for electronic media. In both Vietnam and Indonesia, 
ann active social actor role is officially promoted and even enshrined in the respective constitutions. 
However,, the case study material on the two countries illustrates that the definition of that rolee is 
subjectt to an interpretation by the State and significantly influenced by prioritizing communitarian 
rightsrights over individual rights. Indonesia has undergone political changes, but comments by government 
officialss on the newly assertive role of the press indicate that a social actor role by electronic media, as 
iss the case in Peru, may not be considered desirable yet by those in power. 
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12.44 ADDRESSING THE ADDITIONAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Twoo additional research questions were raised as a result of the field research: 

 Should electronic media in principal be used in development to facilitate/enhance top-down 
orientatedd information provision as a part of national level development plans, or to facilitate/ 
enhancee bottom-up networked information provision and exchange in rural development? 

 Are the needs for information provision and exchange of rural people/communities best defined 
throughh formal, top-down administrative procedures or through more informal rural organizations 
andd institutions at grassroots level? 

Thee additional questions relate closely to the two basic assumptions on electronic media and 
interactivity.. In my opinion, the answers to these two questions essentially determine the short and 
longg term perspectives for electronic media, and more importantly which electronic media, in rural 
areas.. In chapter six, the theoretical aspect of these questions has been addressed by arguing in favor of 
electronicallyy mediated, autonomous local rural networks as the best way to use electronic media for 
developmentt as freedom of choice. Improving information dissemination in rural areas is part of the 
rationalee underlying that theoretical argumentation. Electronically mediated information dissemination 
includess information provision (one-way) and information exchange (two-way) and the information 
flowss can be characterized by one of four ITPs. However, the allocution pattern of information 
provisionn typically requires accurate insight into information, which can be obtained through 
registrationn patterns. Pilot projects concerning communication centers in rural areas of developing 
countriess indicate that, apart from financial constraints, the main obstacle facing successful 
informationn dissemination in rural areas is a lack of insight into the information needs of people in 
rurall  areas. A mismatch between information demand and supply also contributed to electronic mass 
media'ss failure to meet the expectations of an information revolution in the 1960s and 1970s. Experts 
inn Vietnam, Indonesia and Peru have made clear that top-down information provision still suffers from 
thee problem of inappropriate information. Chapter six also discusses the aspect of reliability of outside 
sources.. Information provision through electronic mass media seems to succeed if opportunities for 
audiencee feedback and popular participation exist through two-way communication. According to the 
interviewedd experts, the information problem in rural areas is an issue of quality, time and place. In 
otherr words, the key issue is availability of accurate information, at the right moment, in the right 
placee and originating from well-known and trusted sources. 

Thee previous paragraph appears to answer the two questions in favor of locally generated 
informationn dissemination, but interviewed experts also identify a role for top-down information 
provision.. However, such information provision requires accurate insight into needs to guarantee that 
thee form and content of the provided information is not solely determined by the development 
objectivess of central information providers in the I& C power structure. In general, local horizontal 
informationn dissemination is expected to meet qualitative requirements of information dissemination 
moree successfully than centrally coordinated top-down information provision alone. In my opinion, 
top-downn information provision would have to use local information sources and could subsequently 
incorporatee that information into top-down information flows following allocution patterns. In 
addition,, providing appropriate general information through allocution patterns can increase individual 
political,, social and economic freedoms by making people more politically informed, better educated, 
healthierr and more economically skilled. For example, using electronic media for distance education 
andd telemedicine can increase social freedoms through top-down information provision. However, as I 
arguee in chapter eleven (see section 11.6nl 1), such information provision originates in existing I&C 
powerr structures and may not always provide independent or politically neutral content. Therefore, 
suchh applications of electronic media in development may improve conditions for autonomous 
spheres,, in particular individual freedoms, but do not necessarily contribute to an improved 
disseminationn of information, or a social actor role by, electronic media. 

Inn summary, the content of electronically mediated top-down information provision as a part of 
nationall  development plans is likely to be influenced by vested political and economic interests in the 
I& CC power structure and should therefore probably be limited to subjects which are mostly politically 
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andd economically neutral2 or which specifically increase individual freedoms of people (e.g., education 
andd health care). The emphasis of electronic media should thus be on facilitating new, or enhancing 
existing,, locally generated (preferably horizontal) information flows following conversation patterns. 
Thiss immediately implicates that information needs are best defined by the intended beneficiaries 
themselves,, people in rural areas. Moreover, reliability considerations suggest that local information 
demandsdemands should preferably be met by a locally generated supply of information. 

12.55 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Apartt from my interest in networked electronic media's contributions to rural development, one 
motivationn for the PhD research were my doubts concerning communication technology determinism 
andd the validity of a positive correlation between the expansion of basic telecom service (and the 
increasee of teledensity) and economic growth. Instead of attempting to prove with quantitative 
researchh that such a positive correlation does not exist or to refute the deterministic position, I opted 
forr qualitative research to identify structural factors influencing the success of electronically mediated 
informationn dissemination in rural areas. In my opinion, the theoretical argument of chapters five and 
six,, as well as the case studies, illustrate that such factors exist. I consider the most relevant factors to 
bee (i) the impact of the conduciveness of a socio-political and economic context on the way electronic 
mediaa are used and can be used in rural development and (ii) the influence of individual political, 
sociall  and economic freedoms on the extent to which people in rural areas are able to benefit from 
electronicallyy mediated information dissemination. Sen's theory of development as freedom appears 
alsoo to apply to the specific subject of electronic media in development in the sense that (i) people 
needd increased individual political, social and economic freedoms to participate in, and benefit from, 
informationn dissemination by electronic media and (ii) the level of political, social and economic 
freedomm in a country, as a whole, generally influences electronic media's role in rural development. 

However,, the qualitative research only allowed for a general definition of the central concept of 
conducivenesss in terms of the three individual freedoms. Chapter eleven illustrated that a relation may 
existt between the central concepts of conduciveness and interactivity. Therefore, further qualitative 
researchh seems to be warranted to define conduciveness in more specific terms and to allow for 
qualitativee surveys in larger groups of developing countries. The second central concept, interactivity, 
hass already been defined in more specific and more generally used terms in chapter six (see section 
6.5),, so that at least initially, no further qualitative research to define that concept appears to be 
needed.. On the basis of the evaluation of the basic assumptions described in section 12.2 and the 
discussionn of the two additional field research questions in section 12.3,1 will briefly discuss two 
suggestionss for further research, one qualitative and one quantitative research project on the subject 
matterr of this dissertation. In my opinion, the recent disappointing results with networked electronic 
mediaa in rural areas, the continuing difficulties with the popular rural communication centers, and the 
relativelyy unsuccessful experience with electronic mass media warrant more research if the networked 
electronicc media are not to become another white elephant in development. The focus with respect to 
networkedd electronic media appears to be on economics, which is typically converted into financial 
sustainability.. However, financial sustainability is but one aspect, and political and social sustainability 
aree other important aspects of development. 

Qualitativee research 
Thee proposal for qualitative research centers on defining the central concept of conduciveness to social 
changee in a set of standardized qualitative terms, which allows for describing levels of conduciveness 
inn developing countries in comparable terms. To that end, the objects and aspects in the political, 
sociall  and economic domains, which most dominantly define the socio-political and economic context 
off  nation-states, need to be identified and defined in qualitative terms. In this dissertation, the State and 
thee I&C power structure have been highlighted as objects of socio-political and economic contexts and 
developmentt approaches, economic policies, constitutions, legislation and regulation have been 
identifiedd as mostly State-related aspects of that context. Democratic deficits and the directly related 
politicall  freedom of free speech, discussed in chapter five, typically have been considered part of the 

22 Although providing information on market prices is popular in many electronic media initiatives, questions can be raised 
concerningg the neutral nature of that information if it is provided through central nodes in the I&C power structure. 
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politicall  domain, as well as factors with either direct or indirect relevance to social and economic 
domains.. The nodes in the I&C power structure are generally objects in the political and economic 
domain,, but their influence on the content and nature of information flows make those central nodes 
alsoo relevant to the social domain. An independent civil society has been identified as an object of the 
politicall  and social domains and as a positive indicator of conduciveness, but, at the same time, a 
nominallyy existing civil society (in Vietnam and to a lesser extent Indonesia) can be tool of the State 
andd thus a negative indicator of conduciveness. An object of the socio-political and economic context, 
whichh has only been addressed in direct relation with information dissemination, is the economic 
powerr structure in developing countries. Part of further qualitative research could be defining more 
exactlyy the influence of the economic power structure on the conduciveness to social change, or to 
developmentt as freedom of choice. In general, more qualitative research is required to identify 
unambiguouslyy the objects of the socio-political and economic context at a societal level, as well as to 
definee the aspects of those objects which, more specifically, influence the role of electronic media in 
facilitatingg development as freedom of choice. 

Att the individual level, the objects are the people in rural areas themselves. Sen has made 
easierr the task of quantifying the aspects that influence the extent to which people can participate in, 
andd benefit from, a development role by electronic media. His concept of capabilities and functionings 
definess individual political, social and economic freedoms, and the choices that people can make with 
thosee freedoms, to some extent in quantitatively measurable terms. In chapter three (see section 3.4), I 
discusss Sen's concept of development as freedom, compare capabilities and functionings to Rawls' 
primaryy goods and emphasize processes over objectives. I conceive of that discussion as a starting 
pointt for qualifying, and quantifying, individual freedoms. In my opinion, the UNDP's set of 
indicatorss of human poverty (see section 4.2) can also serve as an input to the research. 

Thee ideal-types of electronically mediated information flows, described in tables 6.4, 6.5,11.1, 
11.22 and 11.3, as well as the re-phrased basic assumptions, described in section 12.2, suggest that 
accuratee insights into the conduciveness to social change of nation-states could serve as guidance in 
determiningg what ideal-types of electronically mediated information dissemination to support with 
whichh specific electronic media applications. That is, identifying applications of electronic media 
whichh wil l benefit the poorest people in rural areas and which will eventually facilitate development as 
freedomm of choice. In my opinion, more insight into the relationship between conduciveness to social 
changee and interactivity could possibly lead to applying electronic media in ways which are closer to 
thee actual and preferred ideal-types and ITPs in a nation-state. More insight could facilitate gradual 
changess in the I&C power structure, the related information dissemination processes and actor roles of 
electronicc media, as well as the individual freedoms of people in rural areas. 

Thee optimistic tone of the previous paragraph could be perceived as a contrast to the more 
pessimisticc tone of the rest of this chapter. However, the important point is that a qualitative 
elaborationn of tables 6.4 and 6.5, in combination with quantitative data, would allow for a better 
insightt into some conditions for, and obstacles to, electronic media facilitating development as 
freedomfreedom of choice. That insight will not make the conditions appear and the obstacles disappear, but 
shouldd allow for a broader assessment of the contribution of electronic media to development. At the 
samee time, such an insight could guide efforts of applying electronic media in rural areas, that is, if any 
suchh efforts should be undertaken in the first place. In my opinion, and in line with the referential 
policyy framework discussed in chapter four, such direct efforts should not be undertaken, but rather, 
effortss should be directed at increasing the levels of conduciveness to social change of nation-states. 

Quantitativee research 
Partt of the suggested further quantitative research refers to surveys of developing countries' levels of 
conducivenesss to social change, research that would have to wait for the above mentioned qualitative 
researchh to provide the necessary input. However, a research project can be conducted concerning 
actuall  and preferred electronic media in rural development in developing countries. Such research 
wouldd essentially collect data on the same objects as this dissertation, but would refrain from 
qualitativee research and analysis. The main objective of such research would be to gather information 
onn electronic media examples in order to attach quantitative data to ideal-types of electronically 
mediatedd information flows, described in tables 6.4 and 6.5. 
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12.66 FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Thee final remarks and conclusions of the dissertation discuss a potential role for electronic media in 
rurall  development in developing countries by addressing the main research question, which was 
formulatedd in section 2.2 as follows: 

cancan electronic media, by electronically mediating information and through fulfilling a social 
actoractor role, facilitate increases in individual political freedoms, social opportunities and 
economiceconomic facilities of people in rural areas of developing countries, enabling those people to 
increaseincrease their capabilities to choose different lifestyles? 

Earlierr in this chapter the basic assumptions, the initial field research questions and two additional 
fieldfield research questions have been discussed in some detail. This section will address (i) the influence 
whichh the relationship between conduciveness to social change and interactivity has on the potential 
contributionn of electronic media to development in general, (ii) the relation between my conception of 
developmentt and the role of electronic media, (iii ) the extent to which my policy framework could 
providee conditions for electronic media to facilitate increases in individual freedoms and (iv) the 
potentiall  impact of a specific use of electronic media on creating the necessary conditions for 
autonomouss spheres. The last issue directly addresses the main research question and I will therefore 
discusss it in a separate, and conclusive, part of this section. 

Finall remarks 

PotentialPotential contribution of electronic media to development 
Thee relationship between the conduciveness to social change of socio-political and economic contexts 
andd the interactivity of electronic media was elaborated in chapter eleven. The relationship illustrates 
thatt levels of conduciveness, to a large extent, determine which ideal-types of electronically mediated 
informationn prevail and also influence the characteristics of the actor role of electronic media in rural 
development.. The casee studies illustrate that relatively low levels of conduciveness typically coincide 
withh low degrees of individual control over content and nature of information flows, as well as with 
limitedd social and more dominant political or economic actor roles of electronic media. Sen's 
developmentt as freedom concept states that increased individual freedoms are instrumental to, 
constitutivee of, and an objective of development. Chapters five and eleven show that low levels of 
conducivenesss appear to coincide with relatively high democratic deficits and, therefore, with limited 
individuall  political freedoms. Social opportunities and economic freedoms are also relatively low in 
thee rural areas of the case study countries, indicating that in those countries the basic conditions for 
electronicc media to have a facilitating role in development are lacking. World Bank and UNDP data 
suggestt that limited individual social and economic freedoms are a constraint in rural areas of most 
developingg countries (World Bank, 1999) (UNDP, 1998c). The case studies illustrate that in such 
contexts,, politically and economically controlled information provision tends to prevail over 
independentt information exchanges and that political and economic actor roles dominate over a social 
actorr role of electronic media. In my opinion, under such circumstances contributions of electronic 
mediaa to development are limited to disseminating general political, social and economic information. 
However,, information in itself does not empower people who are not capable of processing such 
informationn and information does not facilitate development processes for people who lack the basic 
individuall  freedoms. I conceive of an information-providing contribution by electronic media to 
developmentt as part of a State-controlled attempt, with or without support by vested economic 
interests,, at reducing the perceived level of social danger of poverty or, to paraphrase Procacci (see 
Prefacee and Summary), at eradicating pauperism. Instead of increasing people's capabilities to choose 
differentt lifestyles, at best electronic media contribute to helping people manage their poverty better, 
orr to alleviate poverty. At worst the electronic media are part of the effort to preserve the status quo. 

Therefore,, the relationship between conduciveness and interactivity indicates that a basic level 
off  individual freedoms, one of the aspects of conduciveness, is required to enable people to participate 
in,, and benefit from, information dissemination and a social actor role by electronic media. Therefore, 
inn my opinion, a certain degree of social change, in the form of increased individual political freedoms, 
sociall  opportunities and economic facilities, is conditional to a facilitating role of electronic media in 
development.. I conceive of such an increase as an enabling aspect of development which has to be 
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providedd by social change at societal level. Once basic socio-political and economic conditions are in 
place,, electronic media can facilitate people-based and -controlled processes of social change and, later 
on,, perhaps increase the pace of the processes. In my opinion, the contribution of electronic media, 
underr the above mentioned conditions, could be to facilitate information exchanges by individual 
people,, which would lead to accumulation of knowledge and increased independence of existing I&C 
powerr structures. Electronic media could play a social actor role in an independent civil society and 
facilitatee the creation of autonomous spheres. I conceive of autonomous spheres as instrumental to 
contributionss by electronic media to development as freedom of choice . 

Unfortunately,, the level of conduciveness of many developing countries appears to be 
relativelyy low, which, in my opinion, largely accounts for the limited success of electronic media in 
facilitatingg development. The next section addresses the subsequent need for a different conception of 
developmentt and its impact on a contribution to development by electronic media as briefly outlined in 
thee previous paragraph. 

MyMy conception of development and the contribution by electronic media 
II  agree with Sivanandan's perception, featured in the lyrics of the song colour line quoted before the 
Prefacee and summary, that the power line is indeed still the poverty line. Furthermore, in my opinion, 
povertyy eradication is not the same as poverty alleviation. The latter refers to lessening the burdens of 
povertyy and the former to people lifting themselves out of their poor living conditions and being able 
too choose a life without poverty. Even so, I do not perceive poverty eradication to be an objective of 
development,, but rather the ultimate and inevitable result of development with equal individual 
freedomss as an objective. Therefore, in my opinion, contributions of electronic media to development 
shouldd facilitate an increase in individual freedoms, a contribution which requires increased levels of 
conducivenesss of socio-political and economic contexts of societies as a whole. Autonomous spheres 
alloww for independent information provision and exchange, including individual control over the 
contentt and nature of information flows, as well as for independent social actor roles of electronic 
media.. The extent to which such autonomous spheres are possible is, in my opinion, an indication of 
howw much or how littl e the power line still resembles the poverty line. 

However,, the autonomous spheres of my conception of development do not appear to be 
feasiblee in the short run in the case study countries, or in developing countries in general. In addition 
too being supported by my case studies, this conclusion is based on responses from political leaders in 
developingg countries to this year's critical UNDP report on development (UNDP, 2000). Although the 
UNDPP report is radical in the United Nations context, my conception of development moves beyond 
thee suggestions put forward in that report in that I have made Rawls' law of peoples an integral part of 
thatt conception (Rawls, 1999). My conception of development intends to shift the balance of authority 
andd sovereignty even more from States to peoples. Does this mean that, in my opinion, electronic 
mediaa wil l not contribute to improving the lives of people in rural areas of developing countries? The 
answerr to that question is ambiguous, since electronic media applications in Vietnam, Indonesia and 
Peruu appear to indicate that even in insufficiently conducive contexts some contributions can be made. 
However,, under such conditions electronic media will , in my opinion, not provide the hyped quick fix 
andd wil l also not facilitate development beyond the objective of alleviating poverty. Partly because a 
lackk of information is not the only problem in rural development, but main because most information 
flowss are controlled by a political and economic elite in the I&C power structures of developing 
countries,, described in section 11.6. Furthermore, limited individual freedoms constrain (i) reception 
andd processing of electronically disseminated information, (ii) active participation in electronically 
mediatedd information flows, (iii ) independent (horizontal) information flows in electronically mediated 
rurall  networks and (iv) a successful social actor role by electronic media. 

Therefore,, in my opinion, autonomous spheres are simultaneously a condition for an effective 
contributionn by electronic media to facilitate development and a result of electronic media facilitating 
developmentt as freedom of choice. The next section addresses the potentially mutually reinforcing 
effectss of stimulating the use of electronic media through policies. Essentially, the effects refer to the 
twoo ways table 6.4 can be used, namely (i) to predict which ideal-type of electronically mediated 
informationn dissemination prevails in a socio-political and economic context and (ii) to determine the 
conducivenesss of such a context on the basis of the prevailing ideal-types. 
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PotentialPotential mutually reinforcing effects 
Thee objective of this dissertation has not been to discard any potential contribution of electronic media 
too development, but rather to identify conditions under which electronic media potentially could 
facilitatee development as freedom of choice or, in other words, social change as increasing individual 
political,, social and economic freedoms. Such conditions would allow electronic media to contribute to 
creatingg autonomous spheres. However, within such spheres, there also have to be sufficient political, 
sociall  and economic freedoms for electronic media to provide independent information and to perform 
aa social actor role in development. 

Myy policy framework aims at establishing autonomous spheres, but policies can also provide 
conditionss for autonomous spheres, without being explicitly aimed at creating of autonomous spheres 
ass such. This means that policies directed at increasing the level of conduciveness of the socio-political 
andd economic context of a nation-state may, as matter of fact, facilitate the creation of private spheres 
off  increased political, social and economic freedoms. In the context of Sen's individual freedoms or 
capabilities,, development policies can thus create social opportunities for people through increased 
accessibilityy of education and health care services, as well as economic facilities through improved 
accessibilityy to credit facilities in rural areas. Increases in individual freedoms may thus enable people 
too benefit from, and participate in, contributions by electronic media. At the same time, the case 
studiess indicate that development policies concerning electronic media are most likely to succeed if 
theyy do not involve electronic media themselves, but rather aim at creating conducive socio-political 
andd economic contexts for electronic media. Thus, policies could include incentives to support 
independentt electronic media in rural areas and could also contain legislation directed at guaranteeing 
andd safeguarding the political freedom of speech. Both individuals in rural areas and electronic media 
couldd then benefit from increased freedoms and subsequently strengthen individual freedoms through 
improvedd and more independent electronically mediated information dissemination and a more 
effectivee social actor role of electronic media. Initially at least, such autonomous spheres may not 
containn political empowerment. However, in my opinion, political empowerment results from social 
andd economic empowerment, which such autonomous spheres would support. 

Chapterr five argues that much depends on the democratic deficit of a nation-state, which 
influencess the extent and the nature of the actor role of electronic media, as well as the freedom to 
freelyfreely and independently exchange information. Chapter six points at the need to bypass existing I&C 
powerr structures in order to allow for individual control over the content and nature of information 
flows.. Chapter six also argues in favor of independent electronic media and suggests autonomous 
electronicallyy mediated rural networks as the best alternative to disseminate information independent 
off  existing I&C power structures. The final paragraphs of this chapter, and of the dissertation, discuss 
thee issues of chapter five and six in the context of my conception of development and organic policy 
framework,, with the objective of answering the main research question on the basis of the collected 
dataa and the literature review. 

Conclusions s 
Myy answer to the research question as to whether electronic media can facilitate development as 
freedomfreedom of choice is yes, but the difficulty lies in the answer to how that can be achieved. In the 
previouss sections of this chapter, as well as in chapter eleven, a need for conducive socio-political and 
economicc contexts, as well as the related increased individual freedoms for people in rural areas, has 
beenn discussed. Depending on levels of conduciveness, electronic media can facilitate increases in 
individuall  social and economic freedoms, where the values of democratic deficits largely determine 
thee extent of individual political freedom and self-empowerment. My first assumption is that the value 
off  the democratic deficit of a nation-state allows for social change at both societal and individual level 
throughh a democratic setting as has been described in chapter five. Assuming also that the required 
basicc conditions, in the sense of conduciveness to social change and basic individual freedoms, are in 
place,, the question is how electronic media could contribute to development as freedom of choice in 
thee context of my conception of development. 

Underr the above mentioned assumptions, the remaining issue is that of the existing I&C power 
structures,, which tend to favor central political or economic control of the content and nature of 
informationn dissemination over individual control. The case studies illustrate that centralized, top-
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downn development orientations, as well as neo-liberal free market approaches, mainly support 
informationn dissemination through allocution patterns, increasingly combined with electronically 
mediatedd registration patterns, which strengthen the position of the central nodes in the prevailing I&C 
powerr structures (see section 11.6). The case study material indicates that most consultation patterns, 
whichh theoretically allow for some individual control, tend to be closer to allocution patterns than 
conversationn patterns, in particular when they originate with nodes in the I&C power structure. In my 
opinion,, the case study material further suggests that neither growth-mediated (mainly neo-liberal and 
freefree market) nor support-led (mainly centralized and top-down) attitudes towards development 
processess support conversation patterns of information flow3. Therefore, I do not conceive of the 
answerr to the question of how electronic media can facilitate development as freedom of choice to be 
followingg either approach. 

Thee previous paragraph implicitly suggests that conversation patterns or conversation-like 
consultationn patterns are the ITPs which allow individuals most control over content and nature of 
informationn flows, independent of prevailing I&C power structures. Furthermore, the case studies 
suggestt neither of the prevailing development approaches favors such patterns, which would indicate 
thatt a contribution by electronic media to development as freedom of choice should not take place in a 
contextt of free market mechanisms alone, but also not in a State-controlled development framework. 
Inn my opinion, the theoretical argumentation of chapters three to six and the case studies suggest the 
following: : 

 conversation patterns and, to some extent, conversation-like consultation patterns, provide 
individualss with the highest level of (i) individual control over the content and nature of 
informationn flows and (ii) independence from nodes in the prevailing I&C power structures; 

 a combination of free market mechanisms and State-facilitated rural development appears to be 
requiredd to create the conditions for electronic media to facilitate development through 
conversationn and conversation-like consultation patterns; and 

 the basis for such a contribution by electronic media to rural development seems to be a basic 
levell  of individual freedoms and of political, social and economic freedom in society as a whole. 

Thesee three remarks address part of the main research question as to how electronic media can 
facilitatee development as freedom of choice, but leave open the issues of which electronic media are 
mostt suited for the task and how those media could execute that task. The electronic media that 
intrinsicallyy offer high levels of control and independence are those with a relatively high level of 
interactivity,, which are essentially only the networked electronic media. However, chapter six has 
shownn that, to some extent, the level of interactivity of electronic mass media can be raised through 
audiencee participation in electronic media organizations and broadcasts. Chapter eleven (see section 
11.6)) illustrates that larger electronic mass media are usually nodes in the prevailing I&C power 
structures,, which leaves small-scale electronic mass media as being compatible with a condition of 
independence.. Given the negative impact of increased physical distance between sender and receiver 
onn the emulated aspects of the interactivity of electronic mass media, the small-scale electronic media 
wouldd have to be locally based in rural areas. Therefore, in my opinion, only networked electronic 
mediaa and locally based, small-scale independent electronic mass media are capable of facilitating 
developmentt as freedom of choice. I don't discard contributions by other electronic media, but I do not 
conceivee of such contributions to be facilitating increased individual freedoms of people in rural areas 
off  developing countries. 

Finally,, the research question of how the above mentioned electronic media can facilitate 
conversationn and conversation-like consultation patterns has to be addressed. The case study on Peru 
providess some examples of NGOs creating consultative networks, but none of the networks offers real 
interactivee consultation patterns and most follow a strict hierarchy of network levels. In my opinion, 
thee electronically mediated rural networks, described in section 6.7, offer a high level of individual 
controll  and independence. Furthermore, the case for rural networks for information dissemination in 
rurall  areas is supported by a prevalence of allocution and allocution-like consultation patterns, 
supportedd by vertical registration patterns, in the case study countries. The rather limited contribution 

33 Sen distinguishes between growth-mediated (trickle-down) and support-led (re-distributive) attitudes to development processes, 
withh the former characterized by economic development through free market mechanisms and the latter by social development in 
thee form of re-dislributive patterns (Sen, 1999: 35/36, 46) (see section 4.8). 
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too date by allocution and allocution-like patterns to a conception of development as freedom of choice 
andd their relation with low levels of conduciveness, further support the case for the rural networks of 
chapterr six. I conceive of electronic rural networks to facilitate information flows as supporting the 
empowermentt of individuals, independent of prevailing I&C power structures, the State and vested 
economicc interests. Given their relative independence, and provided they allow for some degree of 
audiencee participation and control, small-scale electronic mass media could also contribute to 
independentt information dissemination in addition to a social actor role in development processes. 

However,, the case studies illustrate that the socio-political and economic contexts in 
developingg countries may not be conducive to a contribution to development by electronic media in 
thee form of facilitating conversation and conversation-like consultation patterns, nor to a social actor 
rolee by electronic media. Therefore, the final conclusion of the dissertation is that electronic media can 
facilitatee development as freedom of choice, but that a combination of limited levels of conduciveness 
andd preference for information provision through allocution patterns seem to prevent people in rural 
areass in developing countries from benefiting from contributions to development by electronic media. 

Finally,, the dissertation appears to illustrate that Schramm's technological enthusiasm and 
optimism,, as expressed in the quote from his book Mass Media and National Development, is not 
warrantedd for networked electronic media either. Without rejecting the presumably positive correlation 
betweenn networked electronic media and economic development, it seems that socio-political and 
economicc constraints largely prevent the benefits of the expansion of networked electronic media to 
tricklee down to the poorest people in rural areas. It seems more likely that even at present 'the power 
line/iss the poverty line*. Unfortunately, responsive ears among the political and economic leaders of 
developingg countries have yet to be found for autonomous spheres of development as freedom of 
choice.. Sadly, no one is heeding the warning in Nuruddin Farah's book Secrets, that 'we should [not] 
bee debating about finding an outlet for people's anger, or about placating their hunger, but about 
squaringg the circle, in expectation of dealing with the root causes of famines, of ignoramus 
dictatorships,, injustices'. 
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